
Welcome to 

 
the latest and greatest version of the MIKAL Family 

of Salon and Spa software business solutions. 
 

MIKAL SIXSIXSIXSIX gives you the ultimate state of the art salon and spa management and 
marketing system available to our industry.    
 
This system offers: 

- Automatic full color postcard mailings to customers without ANY effort on your 
part – leave your system on and on line over the weekend and the mail goes out 

- The CyberReceptionist that handles 80% of a receptionist’s duties by 
interacting directly with clients using an advanced touch screen system 

- On-line booking and automatic e-mail reminders 
- Dynamic Up-$ell system that adds a service to every sixth customer visit 
- Tracking of new service and retail sales to present clients to see who is really 

helping to grow the business 
- Automatic calculation of inventory levels based on past sales for easy and exact 

inventory control with minimal effort 
- Receptionist rebooking, Up-$ell, and add-on tracking with incentives 
- Management Check – the most dynamic dashboard system in the industry for 

tracking real time activity in the business 
- System based e-mails to management when certain activities occur in the 

system like deleting clients, partial redemption of older gift certificates, late 
employee time punches, errors during day end cash out etc… 

 
We offer the greatest flexibility in salon and spa systems with more icons, shortcuts, 
and information available. 
 

To make use of the new 
features in MIKAL SIX it is 
important that you have 
access to state of the art 
computers and operating 
systems.  Call us for details 
and turn key solutions.  
 
With SIX you have a more 
visual appointment book, and 
can set non-request 
appointments to offer next to 
book, stop employee use of 
the Time Clock until a bad 
time punch is resolved and 
many other features. 

 
 
MIKAL SIX also works with the HandPunch Hand Scanner System in conjunction with the 
MIKAL Time Clock that eliminates all “buddy punching” and is tied into the Autopilot 
Marketing System for automatic direct mail postcard mailings. 
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                          MIKAL Six 
When selecting the Daily Processing System the Point of Sale screen will display 
with the activated Icons: 
 
The MIKAL POS system allows 
you to access following Icons 
from left to right: 
- Appointment Book 
 Group booking 
 Standings 
 Packages 
 Open searches 
- Customer Information 
 Technical Cards 
 Buying History 
 Gift Card/Certs 
 Accounts Receivable 
 2nd Address screen 
 Client Pictures 
 Credit Card on file 
- Time Clock 
- Internal E-mail 
- WICS 
- Product Usage 
- Tip Entry 
- Inventory Receipts 
- Plug In features 
- Help 

 
The Appointment Book 
displays an expanded 12 
column employee view and 
allows for you to MOVE 
APPOINTMENTS  by 
Clicking on the present 
appointment to go into a 
move mode and then 
Clicking on the open space 
to insert the appointment 
back in the book.   
 
We keep your book straight!  The Move appointment will give warnings if the space 
is not available, or if the appointment is part of a chain of appointments, or if the 
groups and resources are going to be changed by the move.  We also know each 
employee’ time required for services, what room or resources are needed, and what 
services each employee can provide.  MIKAL SIX increases booking speed, reduces 
receptionist training, and improves client satisfaction!  Using the Smart Book will 
allow the system to do the searching for you and you can book a Day of Beauty with up 
to 12 events in 45 seconds! 
 
Be sure to ask your MIKAL Consultant for the booklet “Terror On the Phones” that will 
give you ways to increase client satisfaction while automated your appointment book 
using the MIKAL SMART Booking System.   
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             MIKAL Six 
 
SIX has the most information in the industry on your Clients.  Our 

Expanded Customer 
Screen gives you more 
detailed information at a 
glance.   
 
The bottom of the screen 
the new active windows 
showing buying history and 
open gift cards, 
certificates, and packages. 
 
The transactions and gift 
card/certificate windows 
can be accessed by 
scrolling down for more 
listings or Clicking on an 
item to see detail on the 
item. 

 
By selecting a transaction from the History list full detail can be viewed. 
 
 

MIKAL SIX has more Expanded features in the Time Clock to help you manage your 
staff.  Not just punch in and out.  Track absence time, know when staff is late, Track 
lunch and break times.  The time clock is also tied to the appointment book so that 
employees who are not available (lunch, absent) cannot be booked with a walk in!  We 
keep your clients happy.  Display features show the status of every employee so the 
Front Desk always knows where everyone is.     
 

When accessing the Time 
Clock if the employee 
did not clock out 
correctly SIX will give a 
“Warning!” display. 
 
This will eliminate many 
Time Clock errors and 
multiple corrections. 

 
Use the Hand Punch 
interface to stop “buddy 
punching”  with the need 
to insert your hand into a 
reader for time clock 
verification.  Time theft 
can cost a salon 
thousands of dollars each 
year!  
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          MIKAL Six 
 

The Back Bar Usage bottle Icon will allow you to deduct back bar professional 
products for usage during the day from point of sale terminals. 
 

The Processed List shows items 
processed by each employee. 
 
You will know who is using what 
products.  Your professional 
inventory will be a breeze to 
reorder.  Your staff will be more 
aware of waste and shrinkage. 
 
MIKAL SIX also features a batch 
mode allowing you to enter a 
batch of professional products at 
one time.  Some salons and spas 
put used products in a box and 
“batch deduct” the products all at 
one time.  
 

 
 

MIKAL SIX integrates and talks to many other systems using a 
state of the are Plug In System!   
 
The available list is shown 
below:    

          
You have the option of 
activating and using the 
following: 

 
 
 
 
DO you want to integrate with other software or systems?  We can do it! 
 
We also integrate with QuickBooks, ADP and Paychecks payroll, Fame and Freedom School 
Software, X-Charge Credit card processing, Motorola and J-Tek Silent Pagers, and HP 1000-
3000 Palm Scanners.  * You need additional options or hardware to use these plug ins. 
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- Calendar 
- Schedule Viewer 
- Tanning Bed Controller* 
- Current Stock Status 
- E-Mail Checker* 
- Gift Certificate Viewing* 
- Calculator 
- Wan Server* 
- Paging System* 
- Time Clock* 
- Quick Mgt Check 
- Quick Reports 

 



          MIKAL Six 
 
MIKAL SIX protects your business!  Our Access levels are checked for all Reports and 
Management selections.  The person using these features must have a high enough 
access level for these selections to be available.  You define who gets to see what 
information and print what reports.  SIX even backs you out of screens and reports if 
the computer is not used for a period of time.  Your MIKAL Consultant will provide you 
with our special white paper “Don’t Be A Victim” that details how to protect your 
information and your bottom line.   
 

The Quick Management Check gives access to all the options in Management 
Check on the Main Menu. 

 
From this Quick 
Management Check 
Menu you have access 
to all the options 
available to you from 
the Mikal Main Menu 
when selecting 
Management Check. 
 

See a complete 
presentation on the 
powerful 
Management Check 
Dashboard System 
with your Mikal 
Consultant.  We can 
show you this 
dynamic feature via 
the internet.  

 

The Quick Reports gives all the report options available from the Reports 

selection on the Main Menu! 
 
Select the  
QUICK REPORTS 
and go to any 
Customer, 
Inventory, 
Employee, or 
Transaction report 
available from the 
Mikal Main Menu. 
 
MIKAL SIX doesn’t 
make you go thru 
screens and 100s of 
report options to 
find the 
information you 
need to run your 
business.    



   
 
Your Client Information: detailed, secure, and ready for marketing! 
 
The Client Personal Information includes multiple addresses, unlimited buying history, 
up to 8 definable technical cards, and full gift certificate, gift card, and package 
history with multiple client pictures.  This information is available for e-marketing, 
direct mail marketing, and automatic autopilot marketing.  For our medical spas we 
have unlimited notes cards, accounts receivable, prepayments, credit card 
maintenance, and six levels of client security access. 
 

 
Autopilot marketing 
allows you to pick a 
marketing program for 
new client thank you, 
referral thank you, 
reminder, and birthday 
mailings, select your 
postcard and offer, and 
have the full color cards 
sent out automatically 
each week using a mass 
mailing house.  Your 
mailings are fast, 
efficient, inexpensive, 
and automatic! 
 
 

 
Customer loyalty is critical to your success.  MIKAL SIX has a detailed frequent buyer 
program that awards points for purchasing.  You can redeem points easily through 
point-of-sale, points 
can be increased for 
special marketing 
promotions, and points 
can be cleared 
automatically.  The 
point totals print on 
the client receipt along 
with the next 
appointment and a 
special coupon 
message.  We use 
every opportunity to 
create sales in your 
business!  We Ask you 
MIKAL Consultant for 
our detailed “Frequent 
Buyer Points Program 
Kit”. 
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Are you ready to turn your appointment booking procedure into the most 
profitable and most client friendly process in your business? 
  
MIKAL SIX includes the Preceptionist Program, a system that automatically creates Up-
$ell opportunities at every appointment booking.  MIKAL gives you customized up-$ell 
scripts that pop up at booking time.  When the receptionist reads the script every 
sixth client offered the up-$ell says Yes!  Imagine having a system that helps you sell 
every sixth customers an additional service.  How much money will that generate? 
 

 
MIKAL SIX ties this up-$ell to 
a receptionist bonus 
program that rewards 
delivering the up-$ell.  Our 
system also can bonus 
rebooking, gift card sales, 
and increases in retail sales. 
 
Incentives increase 
receptionist pay by creating 
an environment where they 
make more money when the 
business makes more 
money.  With MIKAL SIX your 
receptionist will become 
one of the most profitable 
employees in your business.  
A great receptionist that is 

generating extra income for the business will increase their pay and have a career 
path to ever greater income!   
 
How about booking multiple services or a day of beauty in less than 45 seconds?  MIKAL 
SIX does the searching for you and offers the client multiple options on every multi-

part appointment.  
With MIKAL you will 
always book your 
rooms and employees 
properly! 
 
A 12 service 
appointment is 
searched eight 
different ways in 
seconds.  Never have 
to call a client back 
when booking a 
group or multi-part 
appointment.  MIKAL 
SIX uses the power of 
your computer to 
increase client 
satisfaction. 
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MIKAL will provide you with a complete Front Desk operations system that will 
increase sales, client satisfaction, and receptionist income.  Call your MIKAL 
Consultant for details on our Preceptionist Program. 
 
MIKAL SIX can handle many Front Desk operations without our receptionist so you 
can concentrate on increasing rebooking, retail sales, and up-$ells. 
  
The Cyber Preceptionist  is a terminal or kiosk in your front area that will handle 
many receptionist tasks automatically.   

 
The Cyber 
Preceptionist is a 
Touch Screen or Mouse 
driven terminal that 
allows clients to  
- Check in for their 

appointment 
- View their past 

purchases 
- Look at your 

service menu 
- Look at staff bios 
- Update personal 

information 
- Book an 

appointment 
- View Specials 
 
 

Clients love being able to come into the salon/spa and check in without having to get 
in line behind clients that are paying and rebooking.  Clients like being able to see 
when their services were last done without having to ask the receptionist.  Clients 
enjoy the freedom of looking for future appointments and current specials while 
waiting for their service provider.  The Cyber Preceptionist makes it easy for clients to 
do more business with you! 
 
ON-Line Booking is also available with MIKAL SIX.  Give your clients the ability to book 
appointments 24/7/365.  Send out automatic e-mail reminders, special offers, and 
appointment confirmations via the internet.  Up to 40% of your clients will book on-
line quieting the phones at the front desk and increase pre-booked appointments. 
 
Have your MIKAL Consultant give you a test drive of on-line booking or check it out at 
www.mikal.com  
 

Want to see more?  We have complete employee management with payroll, goal 
setting and retention tracking.  We offer powerful inventory control with purchase 
orders, automatic min/max calculations, turns and margin reports.  Our systems also 
interface with complete accounting systems for your back office and tie multiple 
locations together with powerful analysis reporting. 

   Call MIKAL at 800-448-5420 for a detailed  
     analysis of your needs and an internet presentation.   
 
NOTE:  Certain MIKAL software modules and hardware must be purchased in order to utilize 
some of the features and systems outlined in this brochure. 


